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The Government of the country is trying to make in contingency plans so that they can easily cope
up along with the increase that has come in the issue of immigration after the collapse of currency of
euro. This has given said by the Home Secretary. There are talks and a lot of concern that Greece
is going to forced that they should leave the euro after a span of five years for which they have been
into the trouble of recession, have been through two bailouts as well as the growing anger of the
voters on the issue of draconian austerity measures.

The political leaders who are connected to the European Union as well as Germany are of the view
that the euro is going to stay on even if Greece leaves it. There have been quite a few warnings that
a domino effect will get started in between the other nations that are under same sort of a trouble as
well as may become a reason of deep recession. Being citizens of EU, the residents of Greece have
the right to work as well as live in United Kingdom but till date there has been no evidence that
whether there has been an increase and migration during the past few years or not. The Home
secretary had to say that it was not an easy thing to say that what developments are going to come
in the future.

Theresa May had to say that it is an important thing that they should do some kind of contingency
planning and also do work which is going at the right time. There has been brewing support for anti-
austerity parties in Greece before general elections that are going to take place on 17th July when
political deadlock had come up when an earlier voting was done. The latest opinion polls which
were done had made a suggestion that the conservative New Democracy Party is going to continue
imposing austerity and will extend their lead to the Syriza pary which is a left-wing party. This party
claims that they are going to reverse the cuts on spending. Apply with 	instant bad credit loans and
get cash in quick way for adverse credit.

Christine Lagarde, Boss of the International Monetary Fund that is IMF has issued a warning to the
Greeks before the elections are going to happen that it is high time that they pay up for the mistakes
that they had done. Things are not clear during this time.
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